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ABSTRACT
A simple analysis has been developed to describe the transition of
hybrid rocket combustion from the diffusion-limited region at high pres-
sure to the kinetic-limited domain at low pressure. Good qualitative
agreement has been obtained with measured regression rate behavior in
those operating regimes where surface effects such as excessive melting
or charring do not occur.
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Administration and technical direction of the program have been
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I. INTRODUCTION
Interest in the development of the hybrid rocket as an important
propulsion device has naturally led to a consideration of its behavior
over a wide range of operating chamber pressures. Early studies of
hybrid combustion concentrated on the high-pressure regime in which the
regression rate of the vaporizing surface is controlled by turbulent
diffusion in the boundary layer, to the exclusion of any chemical kinetic
effects.1~e The theory shows that in diffusion-limited combustion the
regression rate is independent of pressure and depends only upon the mass
flux through the port.
As the operating pressure is decreased, however, a pressure thresh-
old is reached below which the chemical reaction time becomes significant
compared to the mass diffusion time. In this regime of operation the
regression rate becomes pressure-dependent at a fixed mass flux. Thus,
the next step in the orderly development of hybrid combustion theory was
the description of the behavior in the pressure-sensitive regime, which
was carried out under a previous contract.7 It was found that a rela-
J
tively simple analytical model based on classical turbulent flame theory
exhibited good agreement with the observed regression rate/pressure
dependence at a single fixed oxidizer mass flux.
The current program was designed to supplement the previous investi-
gation by obtaining data at two other oxidizer mass flux values for
comparison with analytical predictions and to investigate the growth and
decay of axial traveling waves produced by injecting pressure pulses
from an explosive device. Only the regression measurements were carried
out before cancellation of the contract after a decision was made by NASA
to terminate their hybrid combustion research contracts. The data obtained
corroborated the agreement between theory and experiment noted earlier.
II. THEORETICAL STUDIES
Theoretical studies carried out up to the time of the contract
cancellation were concerned with improving the predictions of the model
under conditions of varying mass flux. The initial analysis7 gave good
agreement with the regression rate/pressure behavior at constant oxidizer
mass flux, but poor agreement with the regression rate/mass flux behavior
at constant pressure. The problem has now been corrected by a reconsid-
eration of the ratio of chemical reaction time to turbulent diffusion
time in the boundary layer.
The regression rate r is given by the equation2
where r is the regression rate in the diffusion limit, tx is the charac-
teristic chemical reaction time, and T is the characteristic turbulent
diffusion time. Note that as tj/T-O, r/r -*1; i.e., when the reaction time
is small compared to the diffusion fime, the diffusion-controlled regres-
sion rate is recovered. The other limit, corresponding to t^ T-* °°, is
r (2)
In this limit, termed the kinetically controlled regime, the flame behaves
as a premixed flame for which
r = Cpn/2 U Un/2 e -Ef/2RUf 1-
c (U -U )
p f w
Q. (3)
It follows then that
G'Re
n n+2 -E
P Uf e f
(A)
^ '
In the original formulation7 the quantity iJH2 appeared as a multi-
plier on the right-hand side of the equation. The distance £± was the
distance that the flame front propagates into unburned gas at the
(kinetic) flame speed while &2 was the characteristic scale of turbulence.
In this formulation tx/T was found to be proportional to the square root
of the expression given in Eq. 4; this gave a dependence on mass flux G
that did not agree with experimentally observed behavior. Much better
qualitative agreement with the trends shown by the data is now obtained,
as will be discussed in the next section.
To employ Eq. 4 it is necessary to choose a value for the empirical
constant C. The empiricism enters the problem through the kinetics
formulation in which the functional dependence of the reaction rate, but
not its absolute value, is chosen. For the present calculations the
constant was evaluated by assuming that r/r = 0.75 when p = 150 psia and
GO - 0.05/in.2-sec. These numerical choices are supported by the available
experimental data that are given in the next section.
>
Calculations of weight loss as a function of chamber pressure for a
5-sec time interval are shown in Figs. 1 through 3. Weight loss is shown
rather than regression rate because it is the measured quantity in the
experiments. A print out of the computer code used for these calculations
is given in the Appendix. Because the physical properties (density, heat
of vaporization, flame temperature, etc.) of PU (polyurethane) and PBAN
(polybutadiene-acrylic-nitrile) are nearly the same,7 the computed weight
losses for the two binder systems differed by no more than 2% over the
ranges of pressure and oxidizer mass flux considered. Therefore, there
is no differentiation between the two binder systems delineated in the
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FIGURE 1 THEORETICAL WEIGHT LOSS AS A FUNCTION OF CHAMBER PRESSURE
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FIGURE 2 THEORETICAL WEIGHT LOSS AS A FUNCTION OF CHAMBER PRESSURE










D = 1.05 in






CHAMBER PRESSURE — psia
300
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FIGURE 3 THEORETICAL WEIGHT LOSS AS A FUNCTION OF CHAMBER PRESSURE
<G° = 0.15 lb/in.2-sec)
Figures 1 through 3 show that the dependence of weight loss on
chamber pressure at low pressures becomes more marked as the oxidizer
mass flux increases. Increasing the metal loading at a fixed oxidizer
mass flux also amplifies the effect, in this case because of the depen-
dence of radiative heat transfer on pressure.
Figures 4 through 6 are cross-plots of the results shown in Figs.
1 through 3 to show the dependence of weight loss on oxidizer mass flux
as a function of chamber pressure. At low chamber pressures, in the
kinetically controlled regime, the weight loss is nearly independent of
oxidizer mass flux. As the pressure increases the slope of the curve
increases, with the proportionality approaching something less than the
0.8 power. Here the diffusion-controlled regime, in which regression
rate is proportional to the 0.8 power of the total mass flux, is being
approached.
The trends predicted by the theory are, of course, those that were
built in through the original formulation of the physical problem. The
problem was formulated on the basis of past results obtained at SRI7 and
elsewhere.8"10 A comparison with more recent data obtained under this




















FIGURE 4 THEORETICAL WEIGHT LOSS OF A PURE BINDER HYBRID GRAIN AS















FIGURE 5 THEORETICAL WEIGHT LOSS OF A HYBRID GRAIN CONTAINING 20 PERCENT
















FIGURE 6 THEORETICAL WEIGHT LOSS OF A HYBRID GRAIN CONTAINING 40 PERCENT
ALUMINUM AS A FUNCTION OF OXIDIZER MASS FLUX
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III. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
The experimental studies were designed to provide data that would
assist in the development of a theoretical model that could be used to
predict the regression rate behavior and combustion instability limits
for hybrid rocket motors operating in the low-pressure regime. The
experiments originally proposed for this program included four types of
tests:
1. Hybrid motor tests for determining the mean regression rate of
various propellant systems in the pressure-sensitive regime over
a range of oxidizer mass flux.
2. Hybrid motor tests in which axial instability would be induced
by pressure pulses. The growth and decay of the pressure wave
would be studied under varying operating conditions.
3. Slab burner tests to obtain Schlieren photographs of the rela-
tive thickness and position of the flame zone under the various
operating conditions chosen.
4. Atmospheric combustion tests in the combustion simulator to
determine the effect of heat release distribution on the heat
transfer to the wall.
Because of the premature termination of the program only the first phase
.of the experimental studies was completed.
A. Apparatus for Regression Rate Measurements
The hybrid motor tests for determination of the mean regression
rate utilized the existing flow facility that is shown schematically
in Fig. 7. This facility was originally designed for liquid rocket
engine tests with cryogenic oxidizers and was therefore constructed of
304 stainless steel with Teflon* and/or Kel-F^ seats and seals. Sonic
chokes operated above their critical pressure ratio were used to maintain
a constant oxidizer mass flow throughout each test. These chokes were
calibrated against a flow meter in the preceding hybrid combustion insta-
bility program (Contract No. NAS 1-7310).7













FIGURE 7 OXYGEN FLOW CONTROL SYSTEM
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The motor configuration used was the same as in the prior program.
The 2-1/2-inch-diameter motor consisted of a 12-inch flow-straightening
section in which the ignition system was housed, a 12-inch tubular grain
with a 1-inch-diameter internal perforation, and a water-cooled nozzle
assembly.
The grain is ignited by preflowing a small amount of oxygen and
propane into the chamber and igniting it with a spark plug. The ignition
system is preset so that it operates near the lower flammability limit
for the oxygen-propane mixture, thus yielding an oxygen-rich high-
temperature source. The time for the flame to spread from the head end
of the grain to the nozzle end was determined to be approximately 1 sec.
Therefore, the main flow valve was delayed for that length of time. The
weight of fuel typically consumed during this ignition process was de-
termined to be 0.5 g which is about 1% of the amount of fuel that would
be consumed in a 5-sec test at a regression rate of 0.01 in./sec.
B. Regression Rate Measurements
Weight loss data were obtained for test durations of both 5 and 10
seconds. The grains were dimensionally measured before and after each
test. The data were obtained for PU and PBAN binders containing 0, 20,
and 40 percent aluminum for chamber pressures ranging from 30 to 250 psia
and for oxidizer mass fluxes of O.OET1, 0.10, and 0.15 Ib/in. 2-sec. The
oxidizers used for all of the tests was gaseous oxygen. The data from
these tests are presented in Table I. PU and PBAN were chosen for com-
parative binder tests because their surface behavior during regression
is quite different. PU sublimes cleanly at the regressing surface after
a melt is formed, while the regression of PBAN consists of the stripping
of hydrogen from the surface layer, leaving a carbonaceous char that sub-
sequently breaks away in particulate form.
Since these two systems behave differently the weight loss data will
be subsequently discussed separately for each system; however, a brief
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Typical weight loss data as a function of time are presented in
Fig. 8. The mean chamber pressure at which the fuel is burnt is denoted
beside each data point. Since minor variations in test duration did
occur, the data were standardized at 5 sec. This relatively short time
was chosen to minimize the effect of the change in oxidizer mass flux
as the internal perforation diameter increased. The data were then
plotted as a function of chamber pressure and oxidizer mass flux for the
various aluminum loadings made. From the weight loss versus chamber
pressure curves, constant pressure lines were constructed for the weight
loss verus oxidizer mass flux curves. The chamber pressure values used
are mean values. For either pure PBAN or PU the observed pressure devi-
ation about the mean was very minor. However, in the systems that con-
tained aluminum the deviations were much more severe because of the coating
of the nozzle throat with aluminum oxide. The most severe cases were those
in which the chamber pressure was high and/or the oxidizer mass flux was
low; both cases necessitate small nozzle throat sizes. With this varia-
tion a precise mean value of chamber pressure for repetitive tests were
difficult to obtain.
Under the current program the first data to be taken were the weight
loss data at the low value of oxidizer mass flux. These data are pre-
sented in Fig. 9. Upon examining the data, it can be seen that the PBAN
results fall off for chamber pressures above 150. One possible explanation
is that this decline occurs when the velocity is reduced below the level
required to efficiently remove the char layer that is present. This idea
is supported by the results shown in Fig. 10 where the oxidizer mass flux
is 0.10 lb/in.2-sec. Here the velocity is large enough to stabilize the
regression rate for pressures over 150. In Fig. 11 the oxidizer mass flux
is further increased and the regression rate becomes a function of chamber
pressure throughout the range of test conditions.
The dependency of weight loss of the PBAN system on oxidizer mass flux
is depicted in Figs. 12 through 14. At lower values of chamber pressure
the regression rate is relatively independent of mass flux. However, as
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FIGURE 9 EXPERIMENTAL WEIGHT LOSS OF HYBRID GRAINS AS A FUNCTION OF
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FIGURE 10 EXPERIMENTAL WEIGHT LOSS OF HYBRID GRAINS AS A FUNCTION OF
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FIGURE 11 EXPERIMENTAL WEIGHT LOSS OF HYBRID GRAINS AS A FUNCTION OF



















FIGURE 12 EXPERIMENTAL WEIGHT LOSS OF A PURE BINDER HYBRID GRAIN AS


















FIGURE 13 EXPERIMENTAL WEIGHT LOSS OF A HYBRID GRAIN CONTAINING 20
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FIGURE 14 EXPERIMENTAL WEIGHT LOSS OF A HYBRID GRAIN CONTAINING 40
PERCENT ALUMINUM AS A FUNCTION OF OXIDIZER MASS FLUX
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controlled regression rate to a diffusion-limited process is apparent.
As mentioned previously the PU system exhibits a different combustion
mechanism than the PBAN system. As can be seen from the weight loss versus
chamber pressure data which are also shown in Figs. 9 through 11, the PU
system's regression rate is dependent upon chamber pressure for all of the
values of oxidizer mass flux investigated. Since this system melts rather
than chars, the velocity effect at constant oxidizer mass flux is absent.
However, the influence of velocity is noticeable at low chamber pressures
and high oxidizer mass flux. This is thought to be an erosion effect which
is diminished by the addition of the aluminum. The aluminum not only in-
creases the viscosity of the melted surface layer but also reduces the
thermal profile thickness by increasing the regression rate.
C. Comparison with Calculated Weight Loss Behavior
A comparison between Figs. 1 through 3 and Figs. 9 through 11 shows
that the qualitative behavior of weight loss as a function of chamber
pressure is in best agreement with the calculated behavior at the highest
oxidizer mass flux. At the lowest value of mass flux the PBAN curves
tend to droop at high pressure, presumably because the velocity is too
low to remove the char layer, and the PU curves tend to rise at low
pressure, presumably because of erosive effects on the melted binder surface
s
at low pressure. This behavior is also reflected in a comparison of Figs.
4 through 6 with Figs. 12 through 14.
In all cases the measured weight loss is larger than the predicted
value. The reason for this discrepancy was not known at the time work was
halted on the contract.
25
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
A simple analysis to describe the transition of hybrid rocket com-
bustion from the diffusion-limited region at high pressure to the
kinetic limited domain at low pressure has been developed. Good quali-
tative agreement has been obtained with measured regression rate behavior
in those operating regimes where surface effects such as excessive melting
or charring do not occur.
It remains to be seen whether the simple model can describe insta-
bility behavior in the pressure-sensitive regime. Future investigations
of hybrid combustion phenomena should be directed toward an understanding
of this regime of operation.
26
Appendix
COMPUTER CODE FOR CALCULATION OF HYBRID REGRESSION RATES
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PROGRAM HYBRID(INPUT.OUTPUTtTAPE5«INPUTtTAPE6»OUTPUT> 001
000003 REAL L»KtKl»K2.K3»K4»K5fK8tK9»M.MOtMl,M2,M3»N1100)tNN.MH On?
000003 DIMENSION 0(100) tUATEIlZ) (FUELUS) iOXIr>(12> 0(P
C THIS PROGRAM IS BASED UPON MEAT-TRANSFER LIMITED HYBRID THEORY. 00*
c IT CALCULATES THE REGRESSION BEHAVIOR OF A CIRCULAR TUBE FUEL nos
C GRAIN. THE INPUTS WHICH ARE NECESSARY FOR OPERATION OF THE
 fl0ft
C PROGRAM ARE DEFINED AS FOLLOWSI ' 007
C 00 IS INITIAL INNER DIAMETER (IN.) OOP
C L IS LENGTH (IN.) 009
C U2 IS OUTER DIAMETER (IN.) 010
C K IS HASS FRACTION OF NON-VOLATILE SURFACE MATERIAL "11
C Kl IS MASS FRACTION OF VOLATILE SURFACE MATERIAL WHICH FORMS 012
C PARTICULATE COMBUSTION PRODUCTS 013
C K2 IS TOTAL DENSITY OF FUEL GRAIN |LB/IN»«3> 0)4
C O IS EFFECTIVE HEAT OF GASIFICATION tBTU/LB) 0\5
C MO IS OXIOIZER FLOW RATE (LB/SEC) 016
C (IF MO VARIESt IT MAY EITHER BE READ AS DATA OR 017
C DESCRIBED BY AN EQUATION.) 01A
C PO IS CHAMBER PRESSURE (PSU) (SEF. THE ABOVE) 01 q
C J IS CASE NUMBER 020
C J«l IF PARTICLES IN THE GRAIN PRODUCE PARTICULATE 021
C COMBUSTION PRODUCTS . 0?2
C J«2 IF PARTICLES IN THE GRAIN PRODUCE GASEOUS 0?3
C COMBUSTION PRODUCTS 024
C J»3 IF A COMPLETELY VOLATILE GRAIN PRODUCES PARTICULATE 025
C COMBUSTION PRODUCTS 026
C UO IS OXIOIZER TEMP. AT INLET (OEG RANKINE) 027
C U5 IS COMBUSTION TEMP. AT AN 0/F RATIO WHICH IS 3/4 OF THE 02fl
C STOICHIOMETRIC VALUE AT 5 ATM. PRESSURE (DEC RANKINE) 0?g
C C7 IS GAS-PHASE RADIATION CONSTANT 0?0
C K4 IS MASS OF OXIOIZEH CONSUMED PER UNIT MASS OF NON-VOLATILE 031
C SURFACE MATERIAL IN PRODUCING PARTICULATE COMBUSTION PRODUCTS 03?
C *5 IS MASS OF OXIOIZER CONSUMED PEP. UNIT MASS OF VOLATILE 033
c SURFACE MATERIAL IN PRODUCING PARTICIPATE COMBUSTION PRODUCTS m*
c ce is MASS OF PARTICULATE COMBUSTION PRODUCTS FORMED PEN UNIT 035
C MASS OF NON-VOLATILE SURFACE MATERIAL n}6
C t2 IS EMISSIV1TY (ABSORPTIVITY) OF FUEL SURFACE 037
C B IS PASS TRANSFER NUMBER "3fl
C K8 IS DENSITY OF PARTICULATE COMBUSTION PRODUCTS (LB/IN»»3) 039
C C2 IS BOUNDARY LAYER DENSITY CORRECTION FACTOR 040
c s is OXIDIZES VISCOSITY AT TEMP, un ILB/IN-SEO OAI
c TI is TIME INCREMENT FOR CALCULATIONS ISEO 042
C T2 IS QUIT TIME (SEC) 043
c TS is TIME INCREMENT FOR PRINTOUT (SEC) 044
C XI IS DISTANCE INCREMENT FOR CALCULATIONS <X/L> «45
c C9 is THE RADIATION TEMPERATURE CONSTANT
C R6 IS THE PARTICLE RADIUS IN MICRONS
000003 REAQ(StlOOO) (DATE (11 11*11!2) 046
000015 1000 FORMATU2A6) 047
00001S 10 REAQ(SilOlO) DOiL.02fKtKl.K2,K3,K*.K5,C6,C9tTl.T2.T3, 04A
1 MO,PotUOtUStE2tB«K8«R6«QF 049
000077 IF(Ofl.EO.O.OtGO TO 850 OSO
000100 1010 FOKMATI7F10.4) OSl
000100 REAQ(5,10201 J 05?
000106 1020 FOHtnAT(Il) 053
000106 R£AO(5,1000) (FUEL 11)t I«l.12) 054























































































2000 FOHPATI1H .50*. 1246/1
WHITE (6. 2010) (FUELII) tl-ltl2) • <0*ID ( I ) • 1 = 1 • 1 2)
2010 FOHKAT(5oH REGRESSION BEHAVIOR OF A CIRCULAR TUBE FUEL GRAIN//
16H FUEL«« 12A6/10H OXIOIZER=« 12A6/I
WRITE (6, 2020) 00,L.K2,n3 ,B.PO,MO ,uO,u2,Ul .C7,E2,K,nl ,K».K5,C8
HRITE(6<2o21) Tl.Xl,T3.T2,J













































































000*26 165 IFU.GT.0.0)00 TO 175
000*31 0<I)=00
000*33 175 R3«(X»L)/(S.0«D(1))
000*37 IFIB3.LE.1.0)00 TO 190
000*42 IF(»3.GT.5.0)GO TO 200
000*45 IF<fi3.0T.1.0)60 TO 210
000447 190 E=U<I)«U.O-0.21»<R3>»«0.8)
000*56 U«UO
000*60 GO TO 220
000*61 200 E«0(I)«<1.0-0.21>
000*6* U«U2







000526 60 TO (255t3*5.300>tJ





00057* GO TO 366
000575 280 M»W* (1 .0-KS**'
00060* Ml»Nl«04»1.0/<1.0-K)
000612 IF(H3.GT.1.0)00 TO 295
000615 N(I)»C6«C8«K/<1.0-K)«PO/U«1.0/M«Q5»IB3)»«I-0.8)
000633 GO TO 366
00063* 295 NU)«C6»C8»K/Cl.O-K>«PO/U»1.0/M«Q5
0006*6 GO TO 366





00067* 00 TO 366
000675 325 M«M«(1,0-K1-K1»K5)»0»
U00702 Ml«Cl»Q»
00070* IFIA3.GT.1.0IGO TO 3*0
000707 N(I>«C6«K1»PO'U«1.0/M«G5»<R3)»»<«0.8)
000721 GO TO 366
000722 3*0 N(I)«C6*K1»PO/U»1.0/M«Q5
000731 00 TO 366

























































000756 366 IF Ijl.E0.2)GO TO 371 Is*
000760 R2"R1 155




001051 GO TO 390 156
001052 371 IFU.EQ.2lOO TO 384 157






0011*7 GO TO 390 10.0
001150 375 IFILLT.UIGO TO 382
001153 IFd.GT. (8»U) )GO TO 382
001156 IFd.EQ.lDGO TO 382 1*3
001157 GO TO 387 164
001157 382 IMT.EQ.T5IGO TO 590
001161 GO TO 387 1(S6
001162 38* IFd.GT.(2«I4))GO TO 387
001166 GO TO 375 Ufl






001275 390 0*"C5«K2«(1.0-K)»R2»0(I)«Xl»L 172
001305 Q5«05«Q* 173
001306 IFd.EQ.lDGO TO *95 17*
001311 D( l )«Od>*2.0*R2*Tl 175
00131* IFtOdl .GT.02)GO TO 795 176
001320 *05 IFIX.GT.0.995)60 TO *25 177
00132* 1*1*1 17B
001325 X«X»X1 179
001327 GO TO 165 lAO




001337 IF(T.EO.T4)GO TO «55 IRS
0013*2 T»T«Tl •* tan
001342 IF<T.GT.TZ)GO TO 800 Ifl7
001346 GO TO 1S5 Infl
001346 450 H2-M1 ,qq
U01347 IFIJl.EQ.2IGO TO 455 Ion
001352 Jl-2 Iql
001353 GO TO 155 192
001353 455 KRITE (6.2030) 193
001357 2030 FORNATI/13H AVG. OEL-Rt6X.8HMT. LOSS.6X.8MGAS FLOH.SXt 194
1 1QHTOTAL FLOW«7Xt3HG-0) 195
001357 MRITE(6t203S)





































































495 IF<T.EQ.T*)GO TO 506
DU>«D<I)»2.0«R2»Tl
GO TO 405
506 IFU1.E0.21GO TO 510
GO TO *05
510 I F d l . E Q . U I G O TO 520
GO TO 535
520 M H l T t ( 6 i 2 0 S O ) T







1 5HOEl--Ri7Xt9HTUB£ AREAt5Xt9HFLO* AHEAt5Xi1OHE*ISSIVITY)
HHITE(6t206S>






























666 IF(J5.E0.1)GO TO 670














































001656 GO TO 675 ?»fl
001657 670 S5«K9»EXP<-MI«J4>»S3)-K9«EXP<-MI»J4)»<S4-53I >»EXP(-N<I«J4)«S4) ?49
00170* 675 S6»(1.0-S5)«<SIN<Z))»«2«COS(Y) 250





001733 IFIJ5.EQ.UGO TO 705 256
001735 IF(J4.6T.I)GO TO 720 2<57
001740 IFIJ4.GT.10)00 TO 720 25ft
001742 GO TO 645 259
001742 70S IF( J4.GT. (1.0/X1-I) )GO TO 720 2*>0
001751 IFIJ4.GT.10)00 TO 720 2ftl
001754 60 TO 645 2*2
001754 720 Y»Y«Y1 ?M
001756 IFIY.GT.(3.14159/2.0»GO TO 745 2«,4
001761 GO TO 635 2«,5
001761 745 IF(JS.EU.2)GO TO 750 ?«,6
001763 J5»2 2*7
U01764 SO TO 633 2<,fl
001765 750 GO TO 387 ?«.<)
001766 795 xRITt<6t2080> 271
001772 2080 FOHCATI/37M SPECIFIED EXTERNAL DIAMETER EXCEEDED/I 271
001772 800 GO TO 10 27?
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